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Give an overview of the latest trends in
 technology from each of your perspectives.

Kristin Tucker: We are seeing our clients going
 toward web and mobile. The development we do is
 done using a mobile-first strategy. We design it for
 the mobile form factor and then work out from there.
 Data and predictive analytics are also huge.
 Businesses are taking their data, looking at trends
 and predicting where the business is going. With
 both mobility and data, user experience becomes more important; ease of use, how intuitive
 is the interface, those considerations. And then cloud and Software-as-a-Service, where
 companies are getting away from building the infrastructure and keeping it all under their roof,
 and using technology companies that are experts at providing the infrastructure and software
 applications.

Adam Baer: Mobility is the biggest trend in our business. Users today are requiring a solid
 wireless network. If you were to roll the clock back five or 10 years ago, wireless was a
 convenience. Now, mobility is an essential business tool that our customers have come to
 rely on. Customers are carrying two to three devices with the expectation that all of these
 devices are connected. It has to be fast and it has to be secure, making mobility a high priority
 for us and our customers. In addition to Wi-Fi mobility, our customers are requesting better
 cellular coverage inside their facilities. Structurally sound and energy-efficient buildings can
 affect cellular connectivity. To boost cellular connectivity in those buildings, we implement a
 Distributed Antenna System (DAS). The DAS system takes the cellular connectivity from
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 outside the building and brings it inside allowing your cellphone to work for both voice and
 data in a building that once provided poor cellular service.

Sue Morton: We are seeing more interest in business process automation and electronic
 record management solutions. By automating and streamlining paper-intensive processes
 from beginning to end, our customers increase efficiency, save time, save money and deliver
 services quicker with increased customer and employee satisfaction. By having electronic
 records management, our customers are assured their important records are organized and
 maintained in such a way to be easily retrieved and identifiable as evidence of their activities.
 This is especially helpful in the event of an audit, FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) request
 or discovery lawsuit. Electronic records management focuses on the life cycle of documents.
 Many of our customers are also concerned about their emails, bringing them into a central
 repository, and having proof of disposal avoids legal headaches down the road.

Hannah Ji: Some of the biggest advances in technology in recent memory have been ones
 that enhance the way people collect, share and use information (for example, the Internet of
 Things, cloud computing and wearable devices). From the legal side, we are seeing a
 corresponding growth in laws that aim to direct this advancement in a safe way by protecting
 individual’s privacy and regulating the ways in which data can be collected and used. We’re
 seeing new regulations every month. We’re seeing lawsuits addressing these new
 technologies and addressing how to protect people’s privacy. As our technology grows more
 complex, so too does the law that deals with it.

Let’s talk about the Internet of Things. what should businesses be concerned about?

Kristin Tucker: From a nontechnical standpoint, it’s those Nest thermostats that are learning
 when you’re in and out of your house and when you like it warm and when you like it cool. It’s
 the refrigerator that I saw on TV the other day that you can access from your phone with a
 camera to see what’s in your refrigerator so you know if you need eggs or not. It’s that
 connectivity of everything to the Internet and the accumulation of data from those items and
 accessibility of those items.

Sue Morton: Even the wearable devices that we’re wearing are connecting to your phone or
 your laptop, and then you’re plugging that laptop into your network, and that can be a security
 risk. So we all have to be aware of those types of risks and concerns.

Adam Baer: I see the Internet of Things really taking off in the residential space, which is
 where a lot of new technologies mature. For Example, Kristin mentioned the Nest thermostats
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 which are residential. This product has evolved to include the Nest Protect and the Nest Cam
 all focused on residential. What we are seeing in the commercial space for the Internet of
 Things is the advancements in sensors and devices that are wirelessly connected using
 numerous protocols, such as Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth Smart) ZigBee and Z-Wave.
 The common goal of the Internet of Things, whether in the residential or commercial space, is
 to make life easier and save money. At Tech Electronics, our goal is to understand all the
 technologies in use and provide our customers with the best solution for their business.

Kristin Tucker: We still have a lot of clients who are saying, “Okay, I get the thermostat; I get
 the stuff in my house, but I don’t see how it’s relevant to my business.” Two years ago, we
 were having that same conversation about Hadoop and big data. Business is definitely still
 evolving with regard to Internet of Things, but it’s coming along. It starts as simple as
 monitoring my computer network and being able to easily have the network warn me if I’m
 running into space issues or bandwidth issues or whatever. But it’s moving into monitoring
 buildings and changing the way we automate warehouse processing. It’s still an evolution, but
 the security concerns that Sue brought up are huge and will keep Hannah busy for a long
 time to come.

Hannah Ji: The Internet of Things has enormous potential to connect us in ways that were
 never possible before, but with that connectivity comes risk. Businesses should be concerned
 about how to reduce exposure to information security and privacy pitfalls. There have been
 two Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enforcement cases in the past few years regarding the
 Internet of Things. For example, FTC v. TRENDnet involved a company that manufacturers
 baby monitors. FTC v. ASUS involved a Taiwan-based computer hardware maker. The cases
 illustrate how these companies have failed to safeguard consumers’ data. Both cases settled
 and each company is required to build a comprehensive security system, subject to
 independent auditing for the next 20 years. You don’t want to be in that position.

Sue Morton: Every device that’s out there is potentially collecting data, good or bad, then
 employees bring that data into your network and connect. And that can cause major chaos if
 you don’t have all your security protections and policies in place.

Adam Baer: ASUS and TRENDnet are companies that were born in the residential space,
 where security is not at the forefront. I agree that security is the biggest issue regarding the
 Internet of Things because everything has to work together. One tactic often deployed to
 allow devices to communicate with each other, is to lower the level of security and encryption.
 For most people, Internet of Things is all about convenience, not security.
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Kristin Tucker: And the regulators and the government have a huge hand in that as well.
 We’ve seen it recently in the terrorism case where the government wanted Apple to break into
 an iPhone. I heard a case this morning on the news where a woman’s Fitbit data was used to
 prove that she had falsified a rape claim. She said she was asleep and her Fitbit showed she
 was up and moving around through the entire period of time in question. They used that to not
 only drop the rape suit, but also then prosecuted her for falsifying a report. So, there are all
 kinds of questions of accessibility by law enforcement and the government, in addition to
 hackers and everybody else. Where the boundaries are drawn relative to rights of privacy
 becomes very interesting.

What advice are you giving your clients about cybersecurity?

Hannah Ji: In the past, cybersecurity was an IT issue or financial issue. Now it is a legal issue
 as well, and businesses should think of it in these terms. We’re seeing many issues regarding
 cybersecurity after a data breach has occurred, which leads to new laws being passed. When
 a company is hacked, the company itself is a victim and loses one of its most important
 assets: its data. The company will then be penalized by the government for not being able to
 safeguard customers’ data. The company may also be sued by the individuals whose data
 they are responsible for protecting. So, it’s very challenging for clients to know what they’re
 going to do after a data breach. With so many state, federal and international laws, it’s hard
 for a company to know how to comply. Clients have increasingly been reaching out to Husch
 Blackwell to ask us to help them navigate this maze. Our law firm has already increased our
 commitment to help our clients in this space. We’re adding more attorneys who specialize in
 privacy and security law through our combination with Whyte Hirschboeck Dudek.

Sue Morton: Security at Data Dash has been part of our concerns since our inception in
 1991. So besides keeping all our hardware, software and antivirus up to date, we have to
 keep our staff updated on the threats, and their responsibilities for protecting that data. We
 have written policies and operating procedures. Our firewall only allows our employees to visit
 approved sites. Our employees are not allowed to take their cellphones that have cameras
 onto the production floor, and they’re not allowed to plug in USB or other devices in our
 workstations. We conduct security training meetings on a regular basis and remind them of
 the NDAs (Nondisclosure Agreements) we sign with all our clients. According to the FBI, one
 of the biggest challenges is human beings. It is just human nature to want to be helpful. And
 we train our staff to give great customer service while validating the identity and credentials of
 anyone requesting documents or images.
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Kristin Tucker: TDK is all custom software development, so cybersecurity is a challenge for
 everything we work on. We focus on best practices in how we build software, because there
 are holes that can come out of software that’s not built well, as much as there are holes that
 can come from, say, the network infrastructure. We talk with clients to make sure they
 understand where the potential holes in their infrastructure can come from. If they’re looking
 at a cloud solution, like an Amazon Web Services, we make sure they know what that hosting
 provider is doing with regard to security and how they’re protecting that customer’s data.

Adam Baer: At Tech Electronics, we believe that security is all about layers, from physical
 security such as video surveillance and intrusion detection to network and wireless
 encryption. The first layer of cybersecurity is educating your employees on the potential
 threats before they click on a link or open an attachment that doesn’t apply to them. The next
 layer includes protecting your PC’s wireless network and servers by ensuring you have the
 latest threat detection and security solutions. The last layer is to have a plan in place in the
 event of a breach that includes your attorney and PR firm.

Hannah Ji: Be very proactive, prepare your organization with a breach response plan and talk
 with the service providers, attorneys and PR firms before the breach occurs, not after, when
 everyone is in “panic mode.” You need to work with someone that’s already very familiar with
 your business, who has designed privacy policies, security packets and breach responses.

Sue Morton: What’s really interesting, too, is how the insurance companies want to get into
 this space but they don’t want to get into this space.

Kristin Tucker: They don’t want the responsibility that comes along with the support and the
 requirement. And they don’t want to pay out. We’ve seen that with some of the really public
 cases, including in St. Louis. If you handle any type of customer data, you have to be
 prepared. If you don’t have a plan and a team in place, you won’t be able to quickly address
 consumers, and they want answers immediately.

What should companies be doing to combat ransomware, and how big of a problem is
 it?

Adam Baer: The two most common ransomwares out there are CryptoLocker and
 CryptoWall. Once either of these viruses is executed on your network, they have the ability to
 start encrypting data files. After the data files are encrypted, the decryption key is held at
 “ransom” leaving users unable to access the files. You’re dealing with a third party, or a
 hacker, who you don’t know whether to trust or not. Leaving you in that precarious situation
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 of, “Do I pay them or not?”

And we’ve seen cases where people have paid out.

Adam Baer: We’ve seen cases where they’ve paid out and gotten data; we’ve also seen
 cases where they’ve paid out and not gotten the data. It’s not like you’re just writing a check
 to Mr. Hacker. The ways that you make those payments are sometimes risky. The ransoms
 that I’ve seen have really not all been that high. I’ve seen some at $800; I’ve seen some in the
 few thousand dollars. The problem is, what happens when you don’t get your data back? For
 us, ransomware comes down to having a plan. Again, it’s about educating your end-users not
 to click. After that, it’s about recovering your data and having a plan in place. Ransomware
 software is evolving to the point that hackers know when there is not a data recovery plan,
 therefore, the stakes have been raised. “Pay us now, it’s $600; pay us tomorrow, it’s $1,200;
 pay us the next day, it’s $30,000. Take any longer than that, the offer is off the table. You’re
 not getting your data back.” So, you’re faced with a decision of, “I don’t know how to recover
 my data, so I can’t do it confidently. Well, do I keep waiting to make that payment? Do I pay
 now while it’s $600, or risk paying $1,200 tomorrow, or $30,000 the day after that?”

Kristin Tucker: It’s not just having really good backups, but knowing how to use those
 backups when you need them. Plenty of organizations run daily incrementals or whatever
 form of backup they choose to use. But if the system crashes, they just look at each other and
 go, “OK. How do we use that backup we’ve been running all this time?” If you’ve got the plan
 that Adam’s talking about, you’re testing these backups consistently, so as soon as
 something happens, you can just scrub the machine, grab the backup and start fresh. But
 you’ve also got to educate your employee base to not open the email from the King from
 Nairobi who’s sending you $3 million.

Sue Morton: It’s important to have backups and a business continuity plan and to be testing
 those backups. You have to routinely test them. We had a backup going in St. Louis on tape.
 And a couple weeks later, we looked at that just to check, and it was, “Oh, it’s not working
 right.” So we had to tweak the files and we were able to start getting good backups. But if we
 hadn’t checked, in the case of something, a disaster, anything, we would have been in a lot of
 trouble. Great lesson learned.

Hannah Ji: Have a plan in place so you know what to do after an attack occurs. If there’s a
 ransomware attack, you need to be specific on the security plan. With cyberattacks, cyber
 criminals are finding different ways to steal information. We need to be proactive and predict
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 what they’re going to do so we can be prepared. As Adam mentioned, ransomware might get
 expensive, especially the longer you wait. You don’t have time to evaluate which lawyer
 you’re going to hire and who is going to make that decision.

Who do you immediately reach out to and say, “We’ve just been attacked and now
 what?”

Kristin Tucker: The FBI, actually, because it’s all considered interstate commerce. It’s at that
 level that the investigation starts. Depending upon how sophisticated the hacker is, they may
 or may not be able to trace it and do anything about it. And at the end of the day, that clock’s
 still ticking.

Adam Baer: Depending upon your business and how your data was compromised, there are
 a lot of variables that need to be processed to determine who to call first. Our
 recommendation would be to contact your cybersecurity firm, if you do not already have that
 relationship established, contact your IT company for a referral. If you are unable to connect
 with a cybersecurity firm, you contact an attorney well versed in cybercrimes.

Kristin Tucker: The bottom line is the hackers are banking on that lack of preparedness and
 the panic that sets in. It’s, “Oh, my gosh. What are we going to do?” And you just instinctively
 panic. And that’s the group of people that they get money from.

Hannah Ji: Your general counsel is the first internal person you should alert after the data
 breach, followed by your external breach response team, including your outside counsel.

Let’s talk about personal identifiable information. What should we be concerned about?

Hannah Ji: Personal identifiable information (PII), according to U.S. law, is any information
 that can identify a person. This includes but is not limited to, name, address, phone number,
 social security number and date of birth. This information is valuable to businesses.
 Businesses are coming up with new ways to utilize and monetize PII. There are new ways to
 market to customers based on their PII. Selling can be very personalized, which unfortunately
 is very valuable to cybercriminals. Cybercriminals are developing new ways to monetize PII
 and are using it to commit identity theft. Lawmakers are trying to find ways to regulate how
 businesses collect, use and store PII. That’s why PII has been in the spotlight in the last few
 years. This issue isn’t going away.

Kristin Tucker: Part of it, too, is the accessibility that exists now versus even 10 years ago.
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 When you think about the holiday season and the amount of time we spend discussing how
 much shopping is being done online versus in brick and mortar, you’re putting in your billing
 address, your shipping address, you’re creating user IDs and passwords to protect that. And if
 you’re not being smart about how you do that, or even being smart about what sites you’re
 entering that information into, you’re creating a risk for yourself. It’s becoming more of a topic
 because the convenience outweighing security puts us at that point of more exposure.

Sue Morton: We collect a lot of data for a lot of different companies all across the United
 States, including check processing and donation processing. And we have to push that data
 back, and it’s usually in the form of an encrypted file to their FTP site or the cloud or wherever
 they direct us to put it. But we have to educate not only our employees about the security of
 the data but our customers. We’ll have customers sending us images unencrypted of checks
 with the banking number and routing number and all the name and address information on
 that check not redacted. And, you know, well, it’s an inconvenience to them. But it’s, like,
 “Hey, it’s my job as your service provider to let you know how dangerous this really is for your
 donors or your people who are sending you the payments.” It’s a constant educational issue
 we have with our customers.

Kristin Tucker: TDK is a consultancy. So close to half of our employees don’t work in our
 offices. They’re at client sites around town. When we hit benefit enrollment period, we’ll have
 people e-mailing in enrollment forms without encrypting them. And I’m, like, “Please don’t
 ever do that again.” And these are technology people. With e-mail and scans and all the inter-
connectedness that we have now, everyone has gotten so comfortable with it that we forget
 how to be smart about it sometimes.

Hannah Ji: There’s a federal law called CAN-SPAM ACT 2003. This regulates email
 campaigns. We have clients asking us to give advice on whether their emails are complying
 with CAN-SPAM or not. Violating CAN-SPAM can be very costly; each email can cost
 $16,000.

Sue Morton: So what constitutes CAN-SPAM?

Hannah Ji: Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography And Marketing Act of 2003.

Kristin Tucker: That’s the blurb at the bottom that says, “You’re receiving this because you
 opted into whatever and here’s your opt-out button,” right?

Hannah Ji: Yes. And also, recipients should have the option to unsubscribe. The content of
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 the email has to comply with CAN-SPAM as well.

What are the latest trends of big data?

Kristin Tucker: St. Louis is finally embracing it. We tend to be about two years behind a lot of
 the things that are happening on the coasts. But really, companies are looking at that
 astronomical amount of data that they’ve amassed over 30 years of doing business, and
 they’re picking it apart in different ways. IT is very much all about structure, and it’s really a
 requirement of technology to have framework and structure. It’s how we all do what we do.
 The beauty of big data is it’s removing a lot of that structure for the business, getting rid of
 those preconceived relationships between data, and just giving businesses tools to dream up
 their own relationships between the data and come up with new insights into what that data
 means.

Sue Morton: Customers are wanting that information faster and faster from all that data that’s
 out there. And it’s coming in from many sources. But how do they make sure that the data’s
 valid? You can use validation tables or key verification and other methods to ensure the data
 that you’re making your business decisions on is valid and accurate. For instance, we have
 one customer that sends us their airway bills that are keyed at the counter, and then they
 send us an image of that airway bill. And we key verify that data again against the image
 airway bill to ensure that data has been put in accurately. So we make the corrections as
 needed. What this is helping them with, and we have a very quick turnaround on this. It allows
 them to invoice customers correctly. They get paid faster and their outcome during audits is
 saving them in penalties.

Kristin Tucker: The other cool part about it, though, is it’s not just about the company’s data
 anymore. Companies are aggregating external data along with their own from websites, social
 media, and data brokers. It’s taking what we know about our business internally and looking
 at what people may be saying about us on Twitter or Facebook or wherever, and melding all
 of that together into new insights and driving the business in different directions. The other
 thing that we’re seeing at TDK is that big data can be a bit of a misnomer. You think about
 large enterprise organizations with 30 years of data, and putting that data into what they call a
 data lake. We have a lot of smaller, mid-sized clients that we’re talking about data ponds with,
 because they don’t have that magnitude of data. But there’s still a lot of value in pulling it
 apart and putting it together differently and forming those new ideas about the direction that
 they should move.
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Hannah Ji: The challenge for big data is the volume of the data. Businesses are collecting
 millions of customers’ information, while remaining legally responsible to each of those
 individuals. This makes compliance extremely complicated. For example, the law requires
 that before a company uses the data, it needs to give notice and get consent from each
 customer. It’s a huge effort to give millions of individuals notice and collect their consent.

Kristin Tucker: Big data is really still at the tip of the iceberg. There are still so many new
 tools coming to market, and it’s largely in the open source space. So companies can try
 things out without heavy investment. As the tools evolve over the next couple, three years, I
 think where the whole concept of big data and predictive analytics is going to go largely still
 remains to be seen.

What steps should business owners be taking to protect both electronic and physical
 paper data?

Adam Baer: From an electronic point of view, we always talk to our customers about using
 industry best practices. The first step the business owner needs to take is deciding whether to
 store their data in the cloud or on premise at their facility. In order to make that decision, the
 business owner needs to determine their tolerance for downtime, the cost of extended
 downtime, the network security requirements and their need for redundant Internet
 connections (cable and DSL). The next step is to ensure the right service level agreement
 (SLA) with any vendor you deal with including Google and Amazon Web Services. Lastly, it is
 important to understand the SLA and consult with your technical team to understand what can
 go wrong with your systems. A lot of SLA’s utilize marketing terminology such as 99.99
 percent uptime. We help our customers understand their SLA’s and the impact on their
 business.

Are there recent legal developments in technology that businesses should be aware of?

Hannah Ji: There has been one very important development in the last few years. The courts
 have made it much easier for individuals to sue companies over data breaches. In the past,
 when people sued companies, the case would get dismissed because it’s hard to prove
 injury-in-fact. This is because most times the hackers hadn’t started to put fraudulent charges
 on the customer’s credit card or hadn’t yet committed identity theft. If plaintiff’s attorney brings
 a suit to court, the court will say there’s no actual damages and the case will get dismissed.
 Last year, the Seventh Circuit Court ruled in the Neiman Marcus case that injury can be
 established simply because the data breach happened, and the hackers stole financial
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 information because customers are at substantial risk of fraudulent charges or identity theft.
 There’s also current injury, such as paying credit reporting services to monitor their credit card
 information. In the Seventh Circuit, it’s much easier for individuals to bring lawsuits against
 companies that suffered a data breach. It’s important to be prepared and have policies in
 place.

How are businesses using technology consulting services?

Kristin Tucker: Technology resources are at a premium. Even when we saw the spike in
 unemployment in 2009, IT unemployment was dramatically lower. I’ve heard it’s as low as
 less than 1 percent right now. So the ability to bring in resources, either to augment existing
 teams or to develop a full solution, is critical to most organizations these days. Companies will
 either look to increase capacity by adding those people or utilize an external team to do
 development, or they’ll use it to bring skill sets into their organization that they maybe don’t
 have today. Big data is a prime example of that right now. At TDK, we use that as an
 opportunity to both deliver technology as well as do some cross training and knowledge
 transfer to help stand their internal resources up in those skills while we’re delivering product
 to them as well. We have situations with smaller and mid-sized organizations where we are
 effectively their technology organization. And it really allows companies to focus on their core
 business and utilize experts to take care of the technology that’s needed to support that
 business.

What are some of the benefits of a digital document management system?

Sue Morton: Gardener estimates that a document management system can reduce overall
 document-related costs by 40 percent. A document management system can help a company
 save time by allowing access to be available immediately, eliminating the need for call backs
 and phone tag. You can respond to an auditor’s request for information quickly. You eliminate
 lost documents and the time needed to refile or recreate them. You can cut the time spent to
 copy and distribute documents to your staff, branch office or even outside contacts. A
 document imaging system will allow you to find your documents quickly when you need them,
 reduce labor and clerical mistakes by automating the OCR and indexing. It allows archival of
 all your documents and access from your desktop, web or mobile. It ensures security and
 business processes and alerts managers to employee action or inaction. You can reduce your
 organizational downtime in the case of a disaster and simplify your business continuity
 planning. You back up all your documents just like you do your data. It allows space that’s
 currently used for paper storage for more productive revenue-generating activities. You stop
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 spending time handling paper and start spending time doing what you do best, serving your
 clients. Overall, a document management system can lower costs, increase revenue,
 enhance your profitability and create greater business value.

Adam, how are your customers consuming technology and How is that impacting your
 firm?

Adam Baer: The biggest technology that our customers are consuming right now is around
 virtualization — server virtualization. The main virtualization manufacturers in the past were
 primarily geared toward the large enterprise. Now, those same manufacturers have product
 offerings that fit the small and medium business space. One feature that is now available for
 the small business space is imaging. Therefore, if a server were to fail, you have an image of
 the entire server that is capable of being restored. The advanced features in virtualization for
 larger customers provides the ability to create “private cloud” scenarios where you can host
 data in a private cloud, and move that data from cloud to cloud as needed for things like
 maintenance and planned downtime. The advanced virtualization features also allow for
 seamless fail-over and fault tolerance. Beyond virtualization, going to my first statement is
 that our customers are consuming wireless — in the form of Wi-Fi as well as cellular 4G.
 Companies are utilizing DAS systems to improve the cellular signal inside of buildings. Lastly,
 it’s mobile connectivity being needed in construction trailers, mines, remote locations and
 emergency vehicles.
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